iLogos ::a policy-argument tutor interface
Argumentation tools often use representations
that obscure causal relations...
We should use preventive war to curb WMD
[pro] preventive war removes [con] building international consensus
WMD capacity
is only way to avoid WMD threats

Consensus among international institutions (UN)
+
+

[rebuttal] international consensus
[rebuttal] not possible to seperate
is paralyzed by France
"good guys" from "rogues"
[rebuttal] preventive war
does not avoid crises

An argument diagram of a debate between Richard Perle and
Jessica Matthews, with reasons for and against using preventive
war to stop WMD attacks. The reasons and objections are
based on different causal beliefs about how preventive war
might affect a WMD threat, but the causal beliefs are not explicitly stated.

-

-

rebuilding regime
regime's anti-american intentions

Preventive war
?

"rogue" regime's WMD

+

WMD attack
A causal model of variables showing the mechanisms by which
preventive war and consensus might decrease the chance of a
WMD attack. Note that a disagreement over a single causal
claim (the ‘?’ above) produces almost all the disagreement found
in the argument diagram. The causal diagram shows how a
given policy intervention affects the outcome (WMD attack).

...but causal diagrams improve policy reasoning.
Easterday Scheines & Aleven (2007) showed that causal diagrams can im- 70
prove students ability to predict the effect of a policy intervention.
60
After only 15 minutes of training, students who were given correct
causal diagrams were better able to predict the outcome of a policy in- 50
tervention (49%) than those who received only textual information (41%)
40
on the performance test. Furthermore, on the transfer test in which students were only given textual information, students who had practiced 30
making their own diagrams were better able to predict the effect of a
20
policy (67%) than those who had only practiced reading diagrams (62%)
and those who had only practiced reading text (56%). In other words,
10
causal diagrams help students predict the effects of policy interventions.
0
Unfortunately, the causal relations that help students predict the efpre
Diagram
fects of a policy are hidden in argument diagrams.

[Step1]

perform

Tool

transfer

Text

iLogos combines toulmin and causal diagrams,
(and evidential links) to teach policy argument.
In the argument diagram above, one rebuttal argues that preemption does not avoid the crises (of a
WMD threat), based on the causal belief that building consensus among international organizations
helps to rebuild regimes, leading to less anti-american sentiment and thus a reduced threat of WMD
attack. The following example shows how iLogos interface combines causal diagrams with argument
diagrams to make policy arguments explicit. Making the arguments explicit is the first step toward
design of a cognitive tutor for teaching policy argument.
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Load video evidence

To analyze arguments and evidence in radio, news, or documentaries, the student
begins by placing an audio/video clip on
the canvas. Videos can be viewed and
manipulated from the thumbnail on the
canvas, or in a larger screen.

[Step2]

Annotate evidence

As students watch the media clip, they
annotate the media clip’s timeline with
notes on the speaker’s arguments for or
against a given policy, their causal claims,
etc. Clicking on an annotation returns to
the given time in the media clip, allowing
students to quickly return to a piece of
evidence. Timelines can also be hierarchically grouped and nested.

[Step3]

Map causal claims

Using the timeline annotations, the student diagrams the causal claims of the
speakers as variables (ovals), causes (arrows), absence of causes (dotted arrow)
and interactions (merged arrows). Causes
can be labeled with the source making
the claim. A palette allows the student to
highlight/hide all the claims of a particular source, say to hide the claims of a noncredible source.

[Step4]

Map arguments

The student also creates Toulmin-like representations of the argument with claims,
grounds, and warrants. As with the
causal claims, students can create references to timeline annotations to link arguments to specific points in the media
where claims are made.

[Step5] Connect

causal warrants

In policy arguments, many of the
warrants depend on causal claims. To
show the causal model underlying a
warrant, the student selects the relevant
subset of the causal model and links it to
the warrant with a reference. When the
student clicks on the warrant’s reference,
the subset of the causal model appears
below the warrant. This allows students
to make the causal beliefs in the
argument explicit while gaining the
reasoning benefits of causal diagrams.

